Pulp - Test #4186
Test content promotion - same content served by different URL`s
11/26/2018 08:30 PM - kersom

Status:

CLOSED - COMPLETE

Priority:

Normal

Assignee:

kersom

Category:
Sprint/Milestone:
Version:

Sprint:

Platform Release:

Quarter:

Tags:
Description
Test to assure that the same content - publication can be served by different distributions - URL`s.
1. Create a file repo, and sync it.
2. Create a publication.
3. Create a first distribution - Serve content on URL1.
4. Create a second distribution - Server content on URL2.
5. Assert that the same content is served in different URLs.
Associated revisions
Revision 41d73b3b - 11/27/2018 06:59 PM - kersom
Add test to content promotion
Do the following:
1. Create a repository that has at least one repository version.
2. Create a publisher, and publication.
3. Create 2 distributions - using the same publication. Those distributions will have different base_path.
4. Assert that distributions have the same publication.
5. Select a content unit. Download that content unit from Pulp using the two different distributions. Assert that content unit has the same checksum
when fetched from different distributions.
https://pulp.plan.io/issues/4186 closes #4186
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1. Create a repository that has at least one repository version.
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4. Assert that distributions have the same publication.
5. Select a content unit. Download that content unit from Pulp using the two different distributions. Assert that content unit has the same checksum
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History
#1 - 11/27/2018 05:09 PM - kersom
- Assignee set to kersom
#2 - 11/27/2018 09:43 PM - kersom
- Status changed from NEW to MODIFIED
Applied in changeset pulp|41d73b3b4d628932161a3629c48178fdc3475e64.
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#3 - 11/27/2018 10:47 PM - kersom
- Status changed from MODIFIED to CLOSED - COMPLETE
#4 - 04/26/2019 10:33 PM - bmbouter
- Tags deleted (Pulp 3)
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